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After trumpets of the apocalypse proclaim the fall of humanity, vampires arise from the shadows to

rule the earth. Yuichiro wants just one thingâ€”to get revenge by killing each and every vampire.

Yuichiro has undergone the strange and dangerous ritual to acquire Cursed

Gearâ€”demon-possessed weaponry that is humanityâ€™s only hope for combating the vampire

scourge. But times are dangerous, and instead of getting to celebrate his newfound power, Yuichiro

and his friends are given their first missionâ€”head to Shinjuku and investigate vampire activity.

Unbeknownst to him, his best-friend-turned-vampire, Mika, is headed for the same placeâ€¦
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A new character will come into the story that joins Shinoa's Squad. This person has a sad past like

Yuichiro and Yoichi did and she can get quite mad at times. She does have a past with Shinoa and

when she sees Shinoa she insults her, But Shinoa comes back with a more meaningful insult that

makes this new member fight against Shinoa and this will make you laugh as you read. This person

also hates Yuichiro with a passion because he likes to act on his own during Vampire battles which

the new character can relate to. Having a fifth teammate will also increase the chances of killing off

a stronger Vampire down the line.Shinoa's Squad first mission will lead them all the way to a

underground Subway that has humans and to free them they need to kill all Vampires they find, I

like the artwork on the steep stairs that lead to the Subway. The final stop will be Shinjuku.During

the journey the whole group will come across a Hummer that Shiho can fix. Yuichiro does have



some fun with the hummer and Shinoa will even give it a try but she will have a little trouble because

Shinoa has a slight problem seeing over the steering wheel.Four new characters that LT. Guren

knows will come into the storyline and they are in the Japanese Imperial Demon Army and the

artwork on them really looks good.After you read the main story, Takaya Kagami will talk about how

"Seraph Of The End Vampire Reign" manga's made which was really cool to read about. A lot of

work does go into making a manga like this.These books come used from .Ages 13 and higher can

read this.

Seraph of the End 3 brings Yuichiro's trials to an end and into actual vampire battles. Of course,

most of this book will be about his new squad and how he fits in with them (or doesn't, as the case

ends up). We get to see several types of cursed weapons and even Lt. Guren in action instead of

smirking all the time.Story: Now that Yuichiro has survived the trial and acquired his cursed demon

sword, he is burning to get out and kill vampires. He is assigned a new crew of mostly misfits and

they do a reconnaissance mission outside of the walls. When they find a girl running, Yuichiro's first

instinct is to rush in and save her. But nothing is ever that easy and getting the crew to act in

harmony and as a team will mean the difference between survival and becoming vampire fodder.We

have the typical shounen cliches here: tsundere girl, loose canon main character, misfit motley

crew, and a lot of incredibly stupid, simpering vampires. Add in your typical "vampire bund" lolita

queen and I'm wondering where this manga is going to go in order to find a bit more originality. It's

entertaining so far but we'll have to see if it bring a bit more spark into the story in the future.This

volume brought us closer to what will likely be many confrontations between Mika and Yuichiro. And

it will be interesting to see how the squad fares in the coming battles.Reviewed from an ARC.

A very interesting series featuring characters that really stand out together. Creating just a perfect

team that I hope to see blossom with strong friendships and maybe even a little bit of romance. I

give this series a five out of five and highly suggests it to anyone who is looking for a good manga

that has vampires a apocalyptic setting or a character that fights for what they believe is right

Disclaimer for the seller: You can't verify my purchase because I bought this on my brothers 

account because he paid for  Prime.Awesome!

The story, the art, I absolutely love it and am going to buy the fourth volume right now. I will

definitely be telling my friends about this one.



excellent, the history gets even more interesting with every volume

out of the three volumes this the best one by far
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